Amusement
Netting for Inflatables

The inflatables sector is an exciting high-growth category for the amusement industry with jumpers and slides all the rage for entertaining kids today. Kids love jumping and they love jumping and sliding in inflatable play rooms even more – but even inflatables can pose risks.

That’s why InCord makes a full line of safety netting windows for space walks, moon bounces, and other inflatables. Our no-climb netting protects kids from jumping into danger so they can safely journey all the way to the moon and back!

Our synthetic nets come in a variety of colors to fit any kind of theming. For most applications, we recommend our M-1250, 2” knotless netting and DNR800, 3/8” white, no-climb netting.

DNR800 is a knitted polyester net that works great for no-climb netting in inflatable jumpers.

M-1250 is a HTTP (high-tenacity polypropylene) safety net with a 2” mesh and 3/16” cord construction. It is available for jumpers, moonwalks, and slides in black, white, yellow, sand, green, blue and our most popular, multi-color.
When we say custom – we mean netting systems designed specifically to meet your requirements.

Our amusement safety netting solutions are made of strong, long-lasting materials. We fabricate custom panels using knotted polyester nets and high-tenacity polypropylene netting (HTPP). We offer a wide range of colors and netting styles suitable for use in new designs or as replacement netting for existing systems.

Netting Specifications

**Model**.......................... DNR800 FR White  
**Style**.......................... Raschel Knotless Netting  
**Fiber**.......................... Polyester – Flame Retardant  
**Mesh Size**.................... 3/8 inch (9 mm)  
**Fabric Weight**.............. 8 oz / square yard (finished)  
**Flame Retardant Test**...... Meets NFPA-701 Method 1  
**Breaking Strength**......... 233 psi Warp, 79 psi Fill  
**Yarn Denier**................ 1000 Denier  
**Color**.......................... White

DNR800 FR is knotless flame retardant netting with a 3/8 inch mesh. The polyester monofilament fiber is highly resistant to abrasion, light weight, and is resistant to UV, moisture and chemicals.

**Model**.......................... M-1250  
**Style**.......................... Raschel Knotless Netting  
**Fiber**.......................... High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP)  
**Cord Diameter**............. 1/8 inch (3 mm)  
**Mesh Size**.................... 2 inch (50 mm) square mesh  
**Mesh Break**.................. 280 lb (1.25 kN)  
**Fabric Weight**.............. 0.0303 lb/ft² (148 g/m²)  
**Melting Point**.............. 320°F (160°C)  
**Color**.......................... -01 Green*, -04 Blue*, -05 Yellow, -08 Sand,  
  -Multi-Color (red, blue, yellow & green)

* Order with suffix (FR) for flame-retardant finish conforming to NFPA-701 Method 1 and DIN 4102. Multi-Color is supplied FR rated.

M-1250 is knotless netting with a two inch square mesh. Knots are eliminated using a balanced knitted construction with filaments running continuously throughout the netting to enhance strength and durability.
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